AFTERNOONS @ STUDIO

COME FOR FRIENDSHIP AND FUN, SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE!

AFTERNOON ADVENTURES: M-F 3:00 – 5:45 pm / W 2:00 – 3:00 pm

AFTERSCHOOL WORKSHOPS: 1½ hours of excitement and creativity

SEPTEMBER 18 - NOVEMBER 10
AGES 3 – 13 YEARS
Studio Night Live
Ages 7 and up

Two kids walk into The Studio School... you finish the punch line! Come learn the art of sketch comedy, slapstick, and improv. At the end of the workshop, prepare for laughs as you deliver an original stand-up routine at our very first Studio Comedy Club Show.

Tune in to Magic, Myths, and Legends
Ages 7 and up

Turn on the microphone, put on your headphones, and cue the “On Air” sign! Get inspired by magic spells, mighty heroes, and feats of bravery from timeless tales around the world and create your very own myth to be featured in a podcast episode.

Andiamo! Pasta Al Dente
Ages 6 and up

From ravioli to fettuccine to linguine, learn how to make pasta by hand! Each week, you will help make an artisanal meal featuring your fresh pasta with homemades sauces and toppings. Buon appetito!
The Ancient Kitchen
Ages 7 and up
Turn your hourglass over and consult the shadows on your sundial as you cook your way throughout history. Savor pomegranates and honey date cake with the pharaohs of Ancient Egypt, nibble on buttery pea pies with the nobles of the Renaissance, and delight in fresh corn tamales with the Aztecs and Mayans.

Your Own 3D Treasure Chest
Ages 7 and up
Turn your two dimensional images into 3D objects with a click of a button! Learn the inner workings of our cabinet of 3D printers while designing unique, fanciful items - for you and the school.

Blast to the Past
Ages 4 and up
Come on an archeological dig for prehistoric fossils, from pterosaur bones to ancient shark teeth! After digging in the sand and soil, you and your fellow paleontologists will learn how to examine and identify imprints and specimens.

REGISTER:
STUDIOSCHOOLNYC.ORG/AFTERSCHOOL
Studioschoolnyc.org/Afterschool

Sew Original
Ages 6-9: If you can dream it, you can be it! Halloween is coming and it’s time to create your own costumes, masks, crowns, capes, and hats. Become your favorite storybook character, historic figure, super hero, or more!

Ages 10-13: Come design, stitch, and sew with Studio Players costume queens, Ms. Refol and Ms. Mabey. Transform your vision from an original sketch to a ready-to-wear costume, while learning the art of pattern making, measuring, cutting, and machine sewing.

Make A Run For It
Ages 7 and up
From the North Woods to the Great Lawn, come explore Central Park at different speeds. Sprint, hurdle, and jump your way through new paths and trails on short- and long-distance runs.

Bling It On
Ages 7 and up
Bedazzle your world! Make your own beaded bracelets, necklaces, wire jewelry, and polymer clay charms. Learn techniques in stamping, texturing, or add rivets to personalize one-of-a-kind pieces!